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The Vicar
writes …
Once again the Season of
Advent is upon us. I don’t
know about you, but I am
convinced that the wheel of
the Christian year spins a little faster each time we go
round!
However, we are about to get

As is now our custom, it was

the longest Advent we can.

a joy to welcome our School

This year Christmas Day falls

community to Mass on Advent

on the Sunday, meaning we

Sunday. This is now the third

get four whole weeks of Ad-

time we have done this, and

vent. I have to admit, I find

the numbers coming improve

myself

in

each year. It was lovely to

this, not least as Advent is

have the School Choir sing,

one of my favourite seasons

and to see children and par-

of the Christian year. The

ents

traditional themes of Advent,

Mass. It is a real celebration

looking at the concepts of

of the critical relationship we

judgement and the next life,

have with our Parish School.

combined with eager expec-

Most of you will be aware of

tation

the

rather

for

the

rejoicing

coming

of

involved

amazing

and

at

job

the

the

Christ, give one a lot to re-

headteacher, Mrs Sally Quirk,

flect, pray and meditate up-

has done at St John’s. She

on.

has taken a struggling school
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of fifty-three pupils and, over

carried

the last seven years, has built

and enthusiasm, and Maria

it into one with two hundred

Martyn has taken on the role.

and forty pupils. Parents are

The relationship between our

very keen that their children

Church and School is growing

go to St John’s and it offers

and flourishing, and there is a

wonderful opportunities both

huge amount to celebrate.

socially

and

out

with

dedication

educationally.

The school is a real meeting

Advent

place

Church

Christmas is just round the

local

corner. The details of all the

between

community

and

our
our

inevitably

community, and enables in-

Christmas

teraction between the two.

cluded in this magazine. As

Both I and Fr Matthew are

always it is worth reminding

very regular visitors, carrying

people that the Church of

out weekly assemblies, sup-

England regards attendance

porting the teaching of RE,

and reception of Holy Com-

and just being a presence in

munion at Christmas as one

and around the school. As an

of the requirements of being a

example, Year 1 are planning

member. Please do support

to come down to St John’s so

the various services, not least

we can baptize a doll, and

our service of Nine Lessons

they can learn what is in-

and Carols at 4pm on the 18th

volved in Baptism! I currently

December. A lot of work is

serve as Chair of Governors,

put into this by John Hendry

which is a major, but very

and our choir and it is always

rewarding

recent

a wonderful occasion. It is

months Carole Bonner has

also an ideal opportunity to

stepped down as the ‘PCC

invite friends and neighbours

Governor’, a task which she

along. As always, we will be

task.

In

Services

means

are

in-

Continued on p7
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“Who is the first man mentioned
in the Bible?”
“Please sir, Chap 1.”
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Continued from p5
asking for help distributing

hall, and there is a little more

leaflets

to be done. In time we hope

about

with
the

information

Christmas

Ser-

to look and ask how we might

vices. In previous years we

better

tell

people

what

is

have run out, so this year we

happening at St John’s in the

have commissioned a bigger

porch. Do let us know what

print run, so please do offer

you think.

to help. There are plenty of
very short roads in our par-

With

best

wishes

for

a

ish, as well as long ones, so

blessed Advent and a holy

almost anyone can help!

Christmas.

In the past couple of weeks,
we have been working on our

Fr. Robin

publicity. Many of you will
have notice the big posters
now displayed in the hall. We
have just installed another
one on the outside of the

Thursday 22nd December 7pm
Please come and help us to make Christingles in
the Hall!
Our Christingle service on Christmas Eve is very well
attended by young families. We need to make as many as
possible to try to ensure that there is one for each child.
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The next Pub Lunch will be on
Friday 3rd February 2017 at The Bricklayers
Arms, Chipstead, weather permitting.
Please ask Terry and Marigold for further
details.
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The first clear references to
Advent as a season within the
Western

Church’s

calendar

appear in the latter part of
the 6th century. The word Advent derives from the Latin
adventus which means ‘coming’, and of course we are
used to the idea that during
Advent we are anticipating
the coming Nativity of Jesus.
However, it is also a season in
which we are encouraged to
We have now entered something

of

a

forgotten

time.

This is Advent, which in wider
culture

perhaps

finds

most

obvious expression in Advent
calendars but is otherwise often swept up and subsumed
within the busyness of our
preparations

for

Christmas.

However, Advent does have a
distinct tradition and character and despite its penitential
appearance, in Church we are
now wearing purple vestments
as we do in Lent, it is a rich
season

with

much

‘food’ to offer us.

spiritual

meditate on the Second Coming of Christ as Judge at the
Last Day. Within this dual focus there is a valuable truth
that God is infinite, both the
first and the last, the Alpha
and the Omega, and that all
time is within God’s compass.
To perceive Almighty God on
such a vast scale can often be
daunting and almost incomprehensible to us rooted as
we are so specifically in a
time

and

place.

However,

perhaps at a time of change
and upheaval, when established structures and ideas
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are being challenged, it is

Church has prayed in Advent

worthwhile pondering God on

since at least the 8th century.

this

These texts are a wonderful

vast

and

magnificent

way in which the seemingly

scale.

incomprehensible

is

made

Prayer is one of the ways by

more understandable for us.

which we encounter God and

In

so it is a space in which we

our attempts to prepare for

can explore the nature and

God’s coming are given shape

character of God. Our prayers

and our understanding of Him

in Advent can turn our waiting

and our meditation on the his-

into a purposeful time of con-

tory of salvation is deepened.

reciting

these antiphons

templation which will deepen
our understanding and faith.

The clergy say Evening Prayer
in

Church

every

day

at

At Evening Prayer from the

5.30pm, save on Wednesdays

17

when it is recited at 6.30pm

th

December until the 23

rd

we shall recite the ‘O Anti-

and

phons’.

are

prayed at 6pm. You would be

sentences which are said be-

most welcome to join us at

fore and after the Psalms and

any time, and perhaps espe-

Canticles and which change

cially during Advent on a day

seasonally. The ‘O Antiphons’

or days between the 17th and

are said before and after the

23rd December as we await

Magnificat,

the coming of Christ.

The

antiphons

Mary’s

song

of

Sundays

when

it

is

praise, and each one begins
with the exclamation “O” and

Fr Matthew

then describes an attribute of
Christ. It’s a beautiful and ancient

practice

which

the
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Candlelight Carols at St John’s
The Carol Service at

ten several really good car-

St John’s will as usual

ols; ‘What sweeter music?’ is

be on the afternoon

one of these written for a

of the Sunday before

friend’s church carol service.

Christmas – this year Sunday

A joyful and noisy piece that

18th December – at 4.00pm;

we’ll be singing is ‘Glory to

candle-lit as has been our

the Christ Child’ written by

custom for many years now.

Alan Bullard who has contributed many new pieces to the

The Carol Service will be a

Christmas

repertoire.

mixture of the old with the

complete our celebration we’ll

new – and of course with

use

plenty of congregational par-

Christemas’.

William

Mathias’

To
‘Sir

ticipation in old favourites.
We will as always have a bit

As an Introit we have a piece

of Rutter:

Carol.

by Jan Sweelinck from the

From the new book 5 of the

C17th based on the old hymn

Carols for Choirs series is a

‘How

traditional sounding piece by

morning star’.

his

Star

brightly

beams

the

Tom Hewitt-Jones re-setting
is

As always we hope that it will

this?’. Those who know the

be a varied, joyful and ap-

name Richard Rodney Ben-

propriately moving occasion –

nett may think of highly ac-

we certainly feel privileged to

complished piano jazz or the

be able to make this offering

score for ‘Murder on the Ori-

each Christmas.

the

words

‘What

child

ent Express’; but he has writJohn Hendry
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St John’s School
Open Day and Advent Service
school,

we

heard

sound,

Woooooooo’ which sounded
like the wind! We were curious to see what was happening.

As we entered the as-

sembly hall, we could see
that

there

were

children

On Thursday, I was lucky to

practising their scales and

be invited to the St. John’s

songs for the Advent Service

School on ‘Open Day’.

to be held on Sunday. They

The Open Day is when the

were

school is invites prospective

each other to see which class

parents to view the school

sang the song the best. That

and if they like what they

was impressive as the chil-

see, then they may consider

dren sang clearly and loudly

sending their children to St.

and, to be honest, it was dif-

John’s.

There

ficult to judge who were the

parents

in

were

many

attendance

be-

cause they had heard such

also

competing

with

best because they were all so
brilliant.

good comments about what a
wonderful school St. John’s

Then we were taken on a

is.

‘tour’ of the school by the
school’s

ambassadors

who

As I, and the parents, en-

were from Year 5.

tered

bassadors were Milena and

the

corridor

of

the

Our am-
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Elodie and they showed us
around the school.

What I

noticed was the huge amount
of

visual

art

and

around the school.

notices
For ex-

ample, I saw balloons, ladybirds, boxes of eggs and International

clocks.

We

popped into the Year 6 class
who were discussing the book

On Sunday, the choirs of St.

‘Goodnight Mister Tom’ and

John’s School attended Mass

you could see how knowl-

at the Church and sang for

edgeable the class was about

Advent Day Service.

the book. How lucky will the

Congregation was very excit-

senior

have

ed because they have heard

these bright students next

the choirs before and know

year!

how good they are.

schools

that

The

As the

children entered the Church
We were shown the IT room,

with their parents and teach-

the sports field, the sports

ers, you could feel the antici-

equipment locker, the library

pation in the air of a wonder-

and the reading corner and

ful

the shelves where the lunch

ahead. And the children cer-

boxes are kept. Oh my word,

tainly did not disappoint. Not

they were packed so neatly

only did they sing beautifully,

and we were told that they

they also took part in the In-

had lunch box monitors to do

tercessions and the talk be-

this.

fore the sermon. How funny

Well they certainly do

Advent

Day

Service

I enjoyed

it was to see Father Robin’s

my tour of St. John’s School

Christmas shopping bag in-

very much.

clude a blanket, dustpan and

an excellent job!
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brush and a clock! Why? Be-

end of the service the Advent

cause the message of the

Candle was lit and the count-

gifts was that Advent was the

down to Christmas has be-

beginning of the countdown

gun! Now I can’t wait to at-

to Christmas and the clock

tend the St. John’s School

was the symbol of time pass-

Carol Service being held on

ing.

The choirs continued to

the 15th because I know that

sing for the rest of the Mass

the children will be marvel-

and whilst all the songs they

lous again.

sang were lovely, my personal favourite was ‘Prepare ye
the way of the Lord’.

At the

Maria Martyn
Foundation Governor

Lighting the first
Advent candle
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The Rochester Mystery Book

I have recently started volun-

ment

teering at Rochester Cathe-

There is a new stone floor

dral. I was encouraged to do

and new lighting that shows

this by Michael O'Donoghue,

off the beautiful Early English

who was a lay chaplain there

vaulting to good effect.

for several years.

My own

vaulting in the dedicated ex-

role is to assist visitors to the

hibition space is simpler and

newly

older, a surviving part of the

opened

exhibition

and

looks

cathedral

guide them through the exhi-

Gundulf

bition

Conquest. Gundulf was, inci-

answering their

questions.

dentally,

after
an

by

The

space in the crypt, helping to
and

built

stunning.

the

Bishop
Norman

accomplished

builder and was responsible
The crypt has recently un-

also for the building of the

dergone a major refurbish-

keep of the Tower of London.
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There is a statue of him hold-

sign that the Kingdom of Kent

ing a model of the Tower on

was now part of the civilised,

the west front of the cathe-

literate and Christian world.

dral.
Another document of great
The current exhibition cele-

interest in the ‘Mystery Book’

brates the Textus Roffensis,

is the oldest surviving copy of

or

‘Mystery

the coronation charter issued

Book’ as the designers of the

by King Henry I in 1100. In

exhibition call it.

The book

the charter Henry undertook

was written by the monks of

to do away with the unjust

Rochester in the 1120s, but

exactions introduced by his

contains copies of some earli-

predecessor and spells out

er documents of great histori-

the King’s responsibilities to-

cal interest.

wards the church and the

the

Rochester

Chief among

them is the only known copy

barons.

of a law code promulgated by

were

King Ethelbert of Kent in 600

power provided a precedent

AD. This was the first code of

for later constitutional devel-

English law and probably the

opments and in the following

first text written in the Eng-

century

lish language.

St Augustine

Canterbury and the barons

had arrived in England only

used the charter to persuade

three

King John to agree to Magna

years

before

and

it

seems likely that his influence

The idea that there

limits

the

on

the

King’s

Archbishop

of

Carta.

lay behind this development,
for the code gives high priori-

There is much else in the

ty to the protection of the

‘Mystery Book’, including a

property

of

the

compilation of charters re-

Church.

A written law code

cording grants of land and

on the Roman model was a

rights to the cathedral priory

God

and
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from the time of King Ethel-

these elements were brought

bert

blood-

together in a single book, but

excommunication

it has been suggested that

curse, a charm for recovering

the motive was to preserve

stolen

mixes

the Anglo-Saxon heritage of

magic with Christian refer-

Rochester Cathedral Priory at

ences

a time of great social, political

onwards,

curdling

animals
and

a

that

instructions

for

carrying out ordeals by red-

and religious uncertainty.

hot irons and boiling water to
establish guilt or innocence.

David Bonner

We do not know why all

St John’s Bible Study Group

The Psalms: Life Lived in Prayer
Tuesday 13th December at 8pm
19 Hitchen Hatch Lane
All are welcome
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Money Matters

Since Douglas died in August

weekend.

The sum raised

I have been acting temporary

was £4,995, before any tax

Treasurer.

has been reclaimed. There is
still time to donate.

The expenditure this year has
been heavy due to repairs on

The

stewardship

the bell, roof, carpark and

will be available soon; only

minor but necessary works.

the

The deficit per month is near-

much people contribute via

ly £4,000, which has been

the envelopes, or by standing

covered by transferring mon-

orders. If you pay tax please

ey from the investments to

consider donating your con-

the current account to the

tributions by gift aid, enve-

tune of £34,000.

lopes and forms are on the

treasurer

envelopes

knows

how

table at the back of church or
We are hoping to upgrade the

speak to me.

car parking areas which will
benefit the congregation and
hall users.

Jacqueline Dungay

There have been

several groups wishing to use
the hall but they need parking facilities for disabled persons.
Thank you to all who donated
money on the Gift Day last
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Find us on Twitter … #SJohns7oaks
and on Facebook … www.facebook.com/stjtb
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Thursday 22nd December 7pm
Please come and help us to make Christingles! (see p7)
St John’s Branch meeting:
Tuesday 10th January, 10,15am - Prayer Group
(held at 12 Holmesdale Road – weather permitting)
All welcome!
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Parish Panto
& Party

Saturday 7th
January 2017
at 6pm
in the Parish Hall
Behind you?
Before you?
Oh yes it is!
Oh not it isn’t!
Oh yes it is, but…
What will it be?
Just wait and see!

Please support our 21st annual pantomime!
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Churches Together in Sevenoaks and District is a
co-ordinating network of churches in an area from
Westerham to Platt and from Shipbourne to West
Kingsdown.
It is a small part of ChurchesTogether in Britain and
Ireland (CTBI).
Here are some useful links to
services provided in the Sevenoaks area.

Befrienders – provide one-to-one
support for people in the
community
www.ctsd.uk/befrienders
01883 712576
Child Contact Centre
A safe, friendly, neutral place
where children of separated
families can spend time with one
or both parents and other family
members
www.ctsd.org.uk/sevenoakschild-contact-centre
07951 862 313
DAVSS (Domestic Abuse
Volunteer Support Services
A charity based in West Kent,
supporting anyone (male or
female) experiencing domestic
abuse.
01892 570538
Loaves & Fishes Food Bank
An independent food bank,
supporting up to 40 families on a
weekly basis. It operates from St
John the Baptist Church Hall,
Quaker’s Hall Lane, with a team
of volunteers.
http://stjtb.com/peoplegroups/loaves-fishes

SAYT (Sevenoaks Area Youth
Trust)
Set up in 2001 to employ, train and
support detached Christian Youth
Workers in Sevenoaks and
surrounding villages
www.sayt.org.uk
info@sayt.org.uk
01732 779682
Sevenoaks 4 Families
A volunteer mentoring service to
help struggling families
Marion 07909 905975
Sevenoaks Counselling
A professional service offered by
Christians to the whole community
www.sevenoakscounselling.org.uk
01732 450118
West Kent Debt Advice
A free, confidential money advice
charity, with trained volunteers in
four centres, including Sevenoaks
www.wkda.org.uk
01732 300425
Women’s Refuge
08450 451280
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